
2008 Back to History Lesson Plan 
Ohio Frontier 
July 23, 2008 

Team Member: Jake Stephens 
Instructional Unit: Ohio Frontier l 790's 
Title of Lesson: Ohio Indian Wars of the l790's 
Grade Level: Fourth Grade 
Description: 
This lesson is going to be broken up into three instructional periods. During the first 
period we will discuss the First Battle of Fort Recovery and the importance of the Native 
American victory and how that affected future wars. The second period will be devoted 
to the second Battle of Fort Recovery and the Battle of Fallen Timbers. We will discuss 
the cause and effect of the war on each side and the future Treaty of Greenville. The last 
period will be used as time to review and summarize what has been taught with a final 
activity planned to revisit what has been learned, for reinforcement. 
Standards: History: Settlement #3. Explain their causes and effects of the frontier wars 

of the l 790's, including the Battle of Fallen Timbers, on American Indians in 
Ohio and the United States. 

Duration: 5-45 Minute Instructional Periods 
Primary Source: 
Picture of St. Clair's Defeat. 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_4QlVRfDC7rs/S1HEbX4CTmI/AAAAAAAAEOo/
bYu3bip9d6g/s1600-h/DemiseofGeneralRichardButlerbyHalSherman.jpg 
Picture of Battle of Fallen Timbers. 

http://www.history.com/topics/native-american-history/battle-of-fallen-timbers
Picture of The Treaty of Greenville. 

http://digitalcollection.chicagohistory.org/cdm/ref/collection/p16029coll3/
id/1660 
Warm Up: 
I. Show picture of St. Clair's Defeat, Picture of Battle of Fallen Timbers, and the picture 
of the Greenville Treaty.

2. List, on the board or on a sheet of big lined paper, what the students see in each of the
three pictures.
3. The students will discuss what they think is going on in each picture. The teacher will
provide a little background information for each picture.

Instructional Strategies: 
Day 1 
Together the class will read the informational pages about St. Clair's defeat. The 
students will answer the comprehension questions related to the reading. Remind them 
that the Indians were strong and knew the area. Have students predict what they think 
will happen next. Show section I :40: 14 to l :50: l 6 of the DVD Opening the Door West. 
This section of this movie describes briefly the Battle of Fallen Timbers and the Treaty of 
Greenville. Discuss if student predictions were correct. Have students discuss in groups 
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